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Useful tool:
Honeybee Health Coalition’s Varroa Management Decision
Tool is a simple application to help you make all the right
choices for varroa monitoring and treatment. Have you read
the varroa management guide (pdf) or watched the demonstration videos and still not sure what to use? This new interactive tool will walk you through the decisions you need to
make to determine how best to manage varroa mites in your
hives. Answer each of the questions, then the tool will generate a list of your options.
https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/varroatool/
In the apiary:
This season is slowly getting underway, as the cool and wet weather finally leaves us. With pollen flowing
from numerous trees, shrubs, and flowers in bloom, your hive(s) will be building quickly. Make sure to give
your colony(s) plenty of room to grow by adding additional hive bodies, foundation, or drawn comb. The
Growing Degree Day Calendar https://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/gdd/ is showing very dramatic differences
from Toledo being at 136 to Cincinnati at 308. The nectar flow is well underway.
For those of you that have started with strong nucs or overwintered colony(s), you're going to have to manage
“swarming” tendencies. You should be monitoring your hives on a weekly basis since things will change
quickly during this buildup. Signs of swarming in your colony(s) are:

Overcrowding - upon opening the colony, if it's at 80% or more filled with honey bees and
there is nowhere for them to grow. The bees boil out when doing an inspection and it requires a
smoker to assemble the colony. You see multiple frames of all capped brood that will all be
emerging in the next couple of weeks, increasing the already congested colony. You should be
making splits, adding supers with foundation or checkerboarding.
Backfilling - the colony has no other area to store incoming nectar and begins backfilling the
brood area that is normally open for the queen to lay eggs. In severe cases, the nectar begins to
be stored around eggs, larvae, and emerging brood. The open nectar will look like water in the
cells or they will be shiny. You should be adding supers, foundation or checkerboarding to give
them additional room to store resources.
Queen cups - are the beginning stages of creating a queen cell. Depending on the colony, you
may find a few or up to a dozen cups and this is normal. You must look inside each of these
cups to see if there is an egg, royal jelly, and/or larvae. In the progressive stages; if you see an
egg only, you might still have the old queen. Once you see royal jelly & larvae it is a toss-up if
the old queen is still there. Don’t ever destroy queen cells until you have assessed the entire colony.
Sometime this month would be perfect for obtaining a baseline for your varroa mite load in your colony(s).
USDA recommendations, an alcohol wash with a max. of 9 mites per 300 bees or 1/2 cup of bees. Examples:
you could look at a chemical treatment (Mite Away) or all natural (drone comb) treatment options. Remember
to always follow directions per chemical label. The Honey Bee Health Coalition is the perfect resource for
understanding the varroa mite biology, monitoring, treatments with .pdf guides and step by step videos. Go
check out https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/varroa/
Further education is always a goal, but with nothing going on right now, I'll offer you another way. OSBA is
hosting a Live Webinar Training Series that you're welcome to participate by registering on OSBA website at
http://www.ohiostatebeekeepers.org/events/category/online/ You're welcome to watch the previous recorded
webinars on OSBA's YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOFVaRx00YMUvbVtTR2RxsQ
This information is only a reference on what you should be doing and looking for in your apiary(s).
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Inside the Hive:
Have you done a full inspection of your hive(s)? What does the brood pattern look like? Have you detected
any disease or pests? These are just a few questions you need to know the answers to. Things are rapidly
changing inside the hive. The Queen is ramping up to lay 1500 to 2000 eggs or more daily, brood area is
growing, bees are emerging, pollen and nectar are being stored, resources are being used to feed more brood and
room inside the hive is decreasing. It takes 1 cell each of water, nectar, and pollen to raise 1 worker. Do the
math! Let’s break down a full hive inspection so you know what you’re doing and why. No matter what - journal
what you’re seeing (paper, pencil, voice recorder, notepad, camera, etc.)
A hive inspection begins with your PPE (personal protection equipment), veil, jacket, full suit, leather/goatskin
gloves, and a well-lit smoker. If you have problems with lighting a smoker, please watch the OSBA video:
http://www.ohiostatebeekeepers.org/beekeeping_class/lighting-a-smoker/ Your hive tools of choice and other
items (sugar/water, frame rest, ADK kit, etc.) also need to be gathered.
Outside Inspection - As you approach the hive; are you seeing foragers? Do they have pollen coming in. Is
there tons of activity, or no activity at all? Once you have everything ready, lightly puff the front entrance of the
hive.
Inside Inspection - Remove the telescoping cover and crack open the inner cover. Lightly puff under the inner
cover. This helps mask the alarm pheromone and they will briefly retreat allowing you time to remove the inner
cover and look at the top bars. Questions: do I see hive beetles, how many gaps of bees are filled - colony
strength, is there room for them to grow, and do I see anything abnormal? Keeping your smoker nearby, so if the
colony becomes louder (buzz), aggressive, or upon reassembly of the colony - use it. Now slowly remove the
outer left or right frame. This frame is usually honey/pollen. Look the frame over and place it out of the way
(frame rest or diagonal against the hive). Remove the next frame and start looking for: eggs, larvae, capped
pupae, pollen, nectar, capped honey, workers, drones. Your goal is to see the queen or freshly laid eggs and at
least two frames of open brood that should be white and creamy. This will show that you’re “Queen Right” and
have healthy brood. Open, healthy brood will not have any off-colors; yellow, brown, black. Now begin making
decisions from these questions:
1. Does the colony have room to grow? Yes, assemble hive and check again later. No, they are 80%+ filled, add
another hive body with foundation or drawn comb.
2. Is the colony “Queen Right” with a good laying pattern? Yes, you’re in perfect condition. No, multiple
answers, but *speak to club officer or mentor.
3. Do I see pests? Yes, refer to ADK handbook, *speak to club officer or mentor. No, you’re pest free for now.
4. Was all open brood white and creamy? Yes, you have no brood diseases. No, *speak to County Inspector,
club officer, and mentor.
Evaluating your hives every 1.5 weeks will help you be PROACTIVE and not REACTIVE to any issues within the colony. Delaying your inspections will only put you behind the 8-ball. Remember to record your results of
each hive inspection, this will serve as a document that you can refer to, knowing what your bees were doing
and what they are doing now. This gives incredible accuracy when asking for help from inspectors and mentors.

L to R: 1.Overpopulation of bees, 2.Perfect brood pattern, 3. Shotgun (queen/brood disease),4. Healthy brood, 5. Disease brood

Mite Check:
This is the perfect time to start a baseline for a mite count. Remember to take your ADK kit to
the apiary. Do your alcohol wash from bees on open larvae, not just bees on eggs or capped
brood. Triple check to make sure the queen is not in the half cup of bees you collected. Record
your results in your journal. If you treat, follow the label directions & PPE guidelines.
This information is only a reference on what you should be doing and looking for in your apiary(s).
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Over and Above:
Throughout the entire State, we have surpassed the “pink eyed drones” timing for making splits and starting
to rear queens. Have you decided what colonies you will be grafting from; overwintered, gentle stock, good
honey production, and disease resistance? Don’t reproduce queens from colonies that you’re scared to inspect!
We are going to cover a few fundamentals in setting up a queen yard and surrounding drone colonies for DCA
(drone congregation area) for mating flights of virgin queens. You want your virgin queen to breed with drones
from other genetics that are not related. Therefore your grafting stock apiary will be located at point X, your
mating drones will come from other strong, healthy, drone hives that you setup (apiary A, B, C, D) or
neighboring beekeepers (Bill, Jeff, Andrew, Bruce). Drones only travel approx. 1/2 mile from a colony to
assemble in a DCA. The virgin queens will go approx 1-mile so they will not mate with her sons. Go to
https://www.beepods.com/honey-bee-forage-map/ scroll to your
C
queen rearing apiary location and left-click on that location. Each
Bruce
blue ring is a 1 mile marker, thus showing you exactly where to
B
setup mating drone colonies. You’re doing this to saturate the area
D
with your choice of genetics, the more the better. Using the green
Nancy
X
drone comb in these hives will help, but you must be aware that
varroa must be managed too. This is a useful tool to know what
Bill
other beekeepers are in the area, resources in the area, and if you
want to control your genetics for queen rearing.
A

Andrew
The cheapest and easiest way to rear queens is “On The Spot” by
Mel Disselkoen http://www.mdasplitter.com/index.php I can personally say I’ve used this method for years to
slowly build-up my colonies to 40+. The only special equipment needed is your hive tool. You’re using the
bees’ behaviors to do 90% of the work for you. Start with a colony that has best selection qualities: overwintered, gentle stock, honey production and disease resistance. You want a colony that is on the verge of swarming
in strength and a bit congested. The key to this is finding, removing the queen, 2 frames of brood, a frame of
honey, frame of pollen, and frame of foundation, making a strong nuc with the old queen. Now, find frames of
eggs & young larvae to notch with your hive tool. Locate a line of eggs or young larvae. In making the notch,
hold your hive tool at a 45° angle, pressing the leading edge down
on the bottom 1/3 of the cells (eggs/young larvae) all the way down
to the foundation. Important: do not disturb the egg or larvae. Now
pull the hive tool down and back out at that 45° angle. You have
now notched OTS, congratulation! You can perform this action on
the same frame or multiple frames. Mark the top bars with a magic
marker, thumbtack, or etc so you know what frames you notched.
Check these frames for the best 2 queen cells (length - long abdomen X width - wide thorax). Cull or destroy all other inferior queen cells. You
can try harvesting these other queen cells on wax foundation, with an X-Acto
blade. Once these queen cells are capped on day 9, move the to mating nucs.
For each frame with 2 cells, you can make 1 nuc. The nuc needs to have additional frames of brood, honey, pollen, and don’t hesitate to feed 1:1 sugar/
water. The queen will emerge on day 16, 7 to 10 days to sexually mature, 3 to
5 days for mating flight, then up to a week to begin laying eggs. Inclement
weather can stretch this time period out. Evaluate the colony after she lays a couple frames of brood.
Good Luck!

Vocabulary:
Checkerboarding - technique of using drawn comb/foundation for every other frame between the full ones inside
a hive body to open the congestion of brood or resources to control swarming.
Queen Right - you have a laying queen (workers & drones) with a good healthy brood pattern.
DCA - (drone congregation area) specific area where drones collect at 80' to 150’ feet up in the air to mate.
This information is only a reference on what you should be doing and looking for in your apiary(s).
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